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ABSTRACT

The impact of sea state on air–sea momentum flux (or wind stress) is a poorly understood component of

wind–wave interactions, particularly in high wind conditions. The wind stress and mean wind profile over

the ocean are influenced by the characteristics of boundary layer turbulence over surface waves, which

are strongly modulated by transient airflow separation events; however, the features controlling their

occurrence and intensity are not well known. A large-eddy simulation (LES) for wind over a sinusoidal

wave train is employed to reproduce laboratory observations of phase-averaged airflow over waves in

strongly forced conditions. The LES and observation both use a wave-following coordinate system with a

decomposition of wind velocity into mean, wave-coherent, and turbulent fluctuation components. The

LES results of the mean wind profile and structure of wave-induced and turbulent stress components

agree reasonably well with observations. Both LES and observation show enhanced turbulent stress and

mean wind shear at the height of the wave crest, signifying the impact of intermittent airflow separation

events. Disparities exist particularly near the crest, suggesting that airflow separation and sheltering

are affected by the nonlinearity and unsteadiness of laboratory waves. Our results also suggest that the

intensity of airflow separation is most sensitive to wave steepness and the surface roughness parame-

terization near the crest. These results clarify how the characteristics of finite-amplitude waves can

control the airflow dynamics, which may substantially influence the mean wind profile, equivalent surface

roughness, and drag coefficient.

1. Introduction

The coupling between wind and surface waves influ-

ences marine weather and climate by controlling the

exchange of momentum, heat, and gases at the air–sea

interface. Coupled ocean–atmosphere models have typi-

cally relied on a bulk parameterization of wind stress (or

drag coefficient), which assumes a relationship with the

neutral wind speed at 10m above the sea surface. This

simplification does not account for the effects of different

sea states; in particular, it ignores intermittent and non-

linear wave-induced turbulent processes such as airflow

separation and wave breaking. These have been shown to

modify the local wind stress and surface roughness,

causing deviations from the assumed logarithmic wind

profile under varying wind-wave conditions (Banner

and Melville 1976; Banner 1990).

Many previous modeling studies explored how dif-

ferent sea states (surface wave spectra) affect the drag

coefficient (Makin and Kudryavtsev 1999; Hara and

Belcher 2002, 2004), including some studies that explicitly

accounted for the airflow separation effects (KudryavtsevCorresponding author: Nyla Husain, nylahusain@uri.edu
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and Makin 2001; Kudryavtsev et al. 2001; Mueller and

Veron 2009; Kukulka and Hara 2008). More recent

studies considered the effects of complex sea states un-

der tropical cyclones (Moon et al. 2003, 2004; Donelan

et al. 2012; Reichl et al. 2014), including the impact of

sea spray from breaking waves (Richter and Sullivan

2013; Veron 2015). However, uncertainty remains as

to the observed relationship between the sea state and

wind stress, especially under high wind conditions in

which nonlinear turbulent processes dominate the air–

sea exchange (Black et al. 2007; Holthuijsen et al. 2012;

Edson et al. 2013). It is apparent that these processes,

which occur ubiquitously in the open ocean, produce

cumulative effects on the drag coefficient and structure

of the marine atmospheric boundary layer, but it is not

clear how they manifest under different surface wave

conditions. In fact, airflow separation has been viewed

as a process which both limits form (pressure) drag in

steep, nonbreaking wave conditions, and enhances the

drag in breaking wave conditions (Donelan et al. 2004;

Peirson and Garcia 2008; Grare et al. 2013). The contri-

bution of the form drag to the total stress has been found

to increase from incipient to active breaking waves

(Banner 1990; Sullivan et al. 2018), but it is still unclear

what role airflow separation plays in this transition.

Airflow separation has been well documented over

breaking waves (Banner and Melville 1976; Reul

et al. 2008) and has been observed intermittently over

strongly forced nonbreaking waves using particle image

velocimetry (PIV) in a wind-wave flume (Veron et al.

2007; Troitskaya et al. 2011; Buckley and Veron 2016),

large-eddy simulation (LES; Sullivan et al. 2018), and

direct numerical simulations (Yang and Shen 2010). It is

characterized by a thin layer of enhanced shear and

spanwise vorticity that detaches at the wave crest, gen-

erating turbulence and enhanced dissipation down-

stream. This separation often produces a low-velocity

recirculation cell, or ‘‘bubble,’’ on the lee side of the

wave. Beyond these features, the airflow reattaches on

the windward side of the following wave crest. Because

the separation happens intermittently and fluctuates in

size and intensity, the mean (phase-averaged) flow field

does not show a clear flow separation pattern. Instead,

the size of the recirculation cell of the mean flow fol-

lowing the phase speed increases as flow separation

events become more frequent.

While the effect is seen in a range of sea states, the

wave characteristics controlling its occurrence and in-

tensity remain elusive. For example, it has been indi-

cated that the wave steepness controls the magnitude of

form drag (Peirson and Garcia 2008; Grare et al. 2013;

Sullivan et al. 2018), but its effects on airflow separation

processes that modulate the form drag are not well

known. The surface roughness due to small-scale waves

and breakers may also be connected to the occurrence

of airflow separation over dominant waves and play a

comparably important role in the form drag modulation

(Gent and Taylor 1976; Donelan et al. 1993; Taylor and

Yelland 2001; Kudryavtsev and Makin 2002).

In Hara and Sullivan (2015), an LES for wind over

a sinusoidal wave train was employed to investigate

how airflow dynamics are coupled to finite amplitude,

strongly forced wind waves. The study revealed a sig-

nature of airflow separation characterized by enhanced

turbulence above a recirculation cell on the lee side of

the wave crest, accompanied by enhanced downward

turbulent stress and mean wind shear at a similar ele-

vation. It also confirmed the presence of large pressure

form drag, reduction of turbulent stress and reduced

mean wind shear closer to the surface. Variations in the

mean wind profile due to turbulence in the airflow ulti-

mately determine the equivalent surface roughness, or

the drag coefficient modified by the surface waves.

In Buckley and Veron (2017, 2019), high-resolution

PIV experiments enabled measurements of airflow

dynamics very close to the surface under a range of wind-

wave conditions. Instantaneous airflow separation pat-

terns in observations resembled those exhibited by LES

under similar conditions, showing promise that the air-

flow dynamics could be reproduced and their effects ex-

plored further in LES.

The present study seeks to determine to what extent

LES can reproduce the observed airflow dynamics in-

duced by strongly forced wind waves using horizontal

mean and wave phase-averaged flow fields. By exploring

the range of airflow patterns when wind-wave charac-

teristics are altered, we aim to elucidate how finite am-

plitude surface waves modify the mean wind profile,

equivalent surface roughness, and drag coefficient.

2. Methods

a. Laboratory observation

The measurements of airflow over wind waves used

in this study are part of the extensive dataset acquired

by Buckley (2015) (see also Buckley and Veron 2016,

2017, 2019). A full description of the experimental setup,

methods, and results are described in Buckley and

Veron (2017). These data were taken using a high-

resolution PIV system in a wind-wave flume measuring

42m long, 1m wide, and 1.25m high with a water depth

of 0.70m. The recirculating wind tunnel blew air di-

rectly over the water surface, and air was seeded with

O(10) mm water droplets produced by a fog generator

located at zero fetch. These droplets acted as Lagrangian

tracers that moved with the airflow.
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The PIV setup was located at a fetch of 22.7m where

wind waves had sufficiently developed. The PIV system

measured along-channel 2D velocity fields in the mid-

section of the flume by illuminating water particles

with a high-intensity green laser sheet. Bymeasuring the

displacement of groups of water particles at a specified

time interval, the instantaneous velocity fields were

computed at a resolution of O(100) mm. These velocity

fields enabled the analysis of 2D wind vectors, turbulent

kinetic energy (TKE), turbulent stresses, and vorticity.

Fluorescent dye was used in the water to detect the

wavy surface on the same plane as the airflow mea-

surements by using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).

The illumination of the water against a dark background

enabled detection of the surface waves and measure-

ment of their properties (i.e., wavelength, frequency,

and amplitude). A separate camera with a large field of

view was used to capture waves as they entered and

exited the PIV field of view. These measurements were

used to detect the wave phase along the surface by

applying a Hilbert transform (Oppenheim and Schafer

2013; Buckley and Veron 2017). Laser wave gauges also

measured time series of the wave height for each PIV

image. Because laboratory wind waves are not strictly

periodic, the wavenumber k and the wave phase speed

c were determined from the observed peak frequency

using the linear wave theory, and the wave amplitude

a was determined from the root-mean-square (RMS)

wave amplitude.

In a wind-wave flume, wind is forced by a horizontal

pressure gradient along the tank (i.e., pressure-driven

channel flow). Far from the entry of the flume, where

wind and wave fields vary slowly along the tank, this

pressure gradient is approximately constant with height.

The total wind stress (or flux) then varies linearly with

height so that its vertical gradient is balanced by the

horizontal pressure gradient (Uz et al. 2002; Zavadsky

and Shemer 2012). This means that the so-called

‘‘constant flux’’ layer does not exist in the tank, and the

stress actually decreases linearly toward the flume ceil-

ing. The effect of this difference is expected to be small

when focusing on wind fields very close to the water

surface. For this study, the vertical wind stress profile

was estimated using the PIV velocity measurements

above the level of surface wave crests. The observed

profile suggested that the stress magnitude decreased

with height and approached zero toward the top of the

flume due to relatively small friction at the ceiling.

We therefore fitted a linear stress profile to the ob-

served profile, requiring that it reaches zero at the ceil-

ing. This profile was extrapolated toward the surface

to estimate the surface wind stress and the surface fric-

tion velocity u*s. We have ascertained that the results

presented in this study are not sensitive to uncertainty of

the stress profile in the tank, because our analyses focus

on the wind field very close to the water surface.

In this study, comparison of observations with LES is

performed using wave ages of c/u*s 5 1.4 and 1.6 (see

Table 1). These conditions exemplified the two most

strongly forced wind-wave fields recorded in the PIV

experiments. At these wave ages, waves experienced

occasional breaking, producing ripples of O(1) cm that

visibly enhanced the surface roughness. Although air-

flow separation was also observed intermittently at

higher wave ages (c/u*s 5 2.5 and 3.7), LES experienced

limitations resolving the wind field over such waves. We

believe that this limitation was caused by a reduction of

larger-scale turbulence associated with a lower domi-

nant (phase-averaged) wave slope and a lower value of

background surface roughness (undeveloped small scale

waves) in the laboratory, making LES more sensitive

to unresolved (subgrid) motions and more difficult to

obtain a stable solution. We expect that surface rough-

ness in the open ocean is significantly more pronounced

than in a laboratory flume at such wave ages, and LES is

suitable for simulating airflow in such conditions. In fact,

past studies have successfully used identical turbulence

closure schemes to explore a broader range of wave ages

and wave slopes with no model stability issues (see

Sullivan et al. 2014, 2018). However, in a wind-wave

flume such wave ages correspond to very low wind

speeds with undeveloped higher-frequency waves, and

the viscosity effects become important near the surface.

It is possible that direct numerical simulation (DNS)

would be more suitable for these more mature labora-

tory waves (i.e., Yang and Shen 2010) as they are able

to resolve all scales of turbulence and viscous effects.

Since our main goal is to validate LES results against

laboratory observations, we focus on the two low-wave-

age conditions in this study.

It is important to note that the dominant laboratory

waves of such wave ages are not common in the open

ocean; that is, they are shorter and of higher frequency

than typical waves near the spectral peak. However,

investigating the airflow characteristics and the resulting

enhancement of the drag coefficient over such waves is

important, because it is well known that high-frequency

waves represent an important part of the wave spectrum

that can support a large portion of the air–sea momen-

tum flux (Donelan et al. 2012; Reichl et al. 2014).

b. Large-eddy simulation

The LESmethodology is employed using an approach

identical to that of Sullivan et al. (2014), Hara and

Sullivan (2015), and Sullivan et al. (2018). We define t as

time, x as an along-wind coordinate, y as a crosswind
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coordinate, and z as a vertical upward coordinate with

z5 0 at the mean water surface, with velocities (u, y, w)

in (x, y, z) directions. In this study we consider steady

wind over a periodic surface wave train with the surface

specified as z5 h(x, t)5 a cos(kx2vt), where a is the

wave amplitude, k is the wavenumber, v is the angular

frequency, and c5v/k is the phase speed. The phase

speed c and the wave orbital velocities at the water sur-

face (u, w) are specified based on the linear deep water

wave theory, c5v/k5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g/k

p
, u5 av cos(kx2vt)1 ud,

and w5 av sin(kx2vt), where ud is the surface drift

velocity explained in the next section. Implications of

using the sinusoidalwave shape and the linearwave phase

and orbital velocities will be discussed later.

Turbulence in LES for wind over strongly forced

waves is dominated by resolved large-scale eddies, and

therefore less sensitive to subgrid-scale (SGS) motion.

The turbulent flow in LES is thus spatially filtered, and

the subgrid fluxes are parameterized using a conven-

tional TKE-closure SGS parameterization described

in detail in Moeng (1984), Sullivan et al. (2014), and

Moeng and Sullivan (2015), and utilized by Hara and

Sullivan (2015) and Sullivan et al. (2018). It models the

SGS terms (including stress, energy flux, and energy

dissipation) by relating SGS fluxes to the resolved-scale

field through bulk transfer coefficients. This approach

requires a roughness parameter to be imposed on the

surface with a bulk aerodynamic formula formomentum

(and scalars) applied point by point along the wavy

boundary based on Monin–Obukhov (MO) similarity

theory. The lower boundary is therefore parameterized

with a surface roughness length zo, which serves as a

representation of the surface viscous stress effect and the

roughness of smaller unresolved elements, such as higher-

frequency waves. This roughness length relates the local

instantaneous surface tangential stress and the tangential

velocity at the first LES vertical grid level, with a log wind

profile assumption in between. A free-slip (no tangential

stress) condition is imposed at the upper boundary, where

the surface is flat and vertical velocity disappears (w5 0).

Given the use of an SGS model in LES, the turbulent

stress and TKE consist of both resolved and parame-

terized SGS contributions; the LES results presented in

this study always combine the two. Because the high

resolution [of O(100)mm] PIV measurements resolve

most of the turbulent eddy scales (Buckley and Veron

2017), it is reasonable to include the SGS contribution in

LES results when comparing with PIV.

The mapping between physical vertical coordinate z

and the computational vertical coordinate zLES is given as

z5 zLES 1 h(x, t)

 
12

zLES

l
z

!3

, (1)

so that the zLES coordinate follows the waves close to

the surface, and gradually approaches the flat top

boundary at z5 zLES 5 lz. The computational domain

has a size of lx 3 ly 3 lz where lx 5 ly 5 5l and lz 5 l,

with l5 2p/k as the wavelength. It is discretized with

(Nx, Ny, Nz)5 (256, 256, 128) grid points, making the

horizontal resolutionDx5Dy5 0:019 53l. Sullivan et al.

(2018) considered a grid spacing identical to that of the

present study as well as one with 4 times finer horizontal

resolution, finding only small differences between the

coarse and fine grid results. The vertical spacing ratio is

nonuniform; the ratio between neighboring cells is held

constant at 1.0028, with the first point off the water

surface located at zLES1 5 0:0065l. Waves propagate in

and out of the computational domain in the positive x

direction with doubly periodic conditions imposed on

the horizontal boundaries.Wind forcing is applied in the

x direction with a negative external pressure gradient

›P/›x that yields a negative surface stress, ts 5 (›P/›x)lz,

where ts is a sum of the form (pressure) stress and the

viscous (subgrid) stress at the surface. The surface fric-

tion velocity is defined as u*s 5 jtsj1/2, where both P and

ts are already divided by air density so that they have a

dimension of velocity squared. The simulation is run for

approximately 60 000 time steps and averaged over the

last 20 000 time steps after the wind field has become

statistically steady. Sullivan et al. (2014) and Sullivan

et al. (2018) provide a full description of the LES algo-

rithm and numerical methods used to solve the gov-

erning equations.

TABLE 1. Nondimensional parameters used in 11 LES experi-

ments: wave age c/u*s, wave steepness ka, surface roughness kzo,

and surface drift velocity ud/u*s. In the text and figure captions,

surface roughness kzo 5 2:703 1023, 1:353 1023, and 0:673 1023

are referred to as kzo1, kzo2, and kzo3, respectively. For run 3c,

kzo3new 5kzo3 from kx5p/2 to 3p/2.

Run c/u*s ka kzo(3 1023) Perturbation

1 1.4 0.27 2.70 —

2a 1.4 0.27 1.35 —

2b 1.4 0.20 1.35 kanew 5 0:74ka

3a 1.4 0.27 0.67 —

3b 1.4 0.27 0.67
ud

u*s
52

av

u*s
[cos(kx)2 1]

3c 1.4 0.27 0.67 kzo3new 5 kzo3[11 0:5 cos(kx)]�
kx5

3p

2
to

p

2

�

3d 1.4 0.27 0.67
ud

u*s
5

0:03

u*s
U10

3e 1.4 0.27 0.67 kzo3new 5 kzo3[11 0:5 cos(kx)]

(kx5 0 to 2p)

4 1.6 0.26 2.70 —

5 1.6 0.26 1.35 —

6 1.6 0.26 0.67 —
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c. Wave-following mapping and triple decomposition

The analyses of both LES and observation are per-

formed in mapped wave-following coordinates (except

for Fig. 2), and the turbulent and wave-induced pertur-

bations in the airflow are analyzed by decomposing a

given quantity into mean, wave-coherent, and turbulent

fluctuation components, as in Hara and Sullivan (2015).

Previous studies have also employed a similar wave-

following coordinate system to study the partition of

momentum flux in the wave boundary layer (Sullivan

et al. 2000; Chalikov and Rainchik 2011).

With the LES results, we first introduce horizontal

coordinates that move with the wave:

j5 x2 ct, h5 y , (2)

so that the wave shape h5 a cos(kj) becomes steady

in time. The vertical coordinate is then mapped from

z to z,

z5 z1 a cos(kj)e2kz , (3)

with the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation

J5
›z

›z
, (4)

so that z5 0 exactly follows the wave shape and

z gradually approaches z as it increases (see Fig. 1). This

mapping enables us to examine the airflow everywhere

in the field, including below the wave crest level. It dif-

fers from that of the LES computational domain in that

the waviness of constant z lines decays exponentially,

while the waviness of constant zLES lines is forced to

disappear at the fixed, flat top boundary. Therefore, the

LES results are first mapped from the zLES coordinate to

the z coordinate, and then remapped to the z coordinate

for analysis.

In this mapped coordinate system, each LES variable,

c, is averaged in both h and t, and is separated into a

phase average c and a turbulent fluctuation c0,

c5c1c0 . (5)

Next, the phase average c, which is a function of j and z,

is averaged in j and is separated into a horizontal mean

hci and a wave-coherent ~c,

c5 hci1 ~c , (6)

where hci is a function of z only.

Hara and Sullivan (2015) provide a full description

of this triple decomposition and derive the continuity,

momentum, and energy equations in the mapped coor-

dinate system. In particular, the x-momentum equation,

normalized by the surface wind stress ts, becomes

htwi1 htpi
t
s

1
htti
t
s

1

›P

›x
z

t
s

5 1: (7)

Here, the horizontal mean wave-coherent stress htwi5
h~u ~Wi and turbulent stress htti5 hu0W 0i are defined using a
Cartesian velocity u and a contravariant velocity

W5
1

J
u
›z

›x
1w , (8)

which is perpendicular to a constant z surface. There-

fore, the term uW refers to flux of xmomentum across a

constant z surface due to an advective velocity W (see

Fig. 1). The pressure stress is defined as

tp 5
1

J
p
›z

›x
, (9)

which also transfers x momentum across the tilted con-

stant z surface. Equation (7) shows that the total wind

stress is a sum of the wave-coherent stress, pressure

FIG. 1. Schematic of the wave-following mapping used for analysis of both LES and PIV

results introduces a vertical coordinate z that follows the wave shape at z5 0 and gradually

approaches the Cartesian z coordinate as z increases. This mapping enables analyses below the

wave crest level. The vertical momentum flux is defined using a Cartesian velocity u and a

contravariant velocity W as shown in the small box.
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stress, and turbulent stress, varying linearly in the pres-

ence of the pressure gradient in the tank. In LES, the

parameterized subgrid-scale viscous stress, which be-

comes significant toward the surface, is included within

the turbulent stress.

The wave shape in the instantaneous observational

flow fields is neither strictly periodic nor sinusoidal. First,

the vertical coordinate is mapped from z to z0 based on

the observed instantaneous surface wave shape,

z5 z0 1�
n

a
n
cos(k

n
x1f

n
)e2knz

0
, (10)

where an, kn, and fn are respectively the amplitude,

wavenumber, and phase of the nth mode in the Fourier

decomposition of the wave shape (Buckley and Veron

2016, 2017, 2019). Note that we have differentiated the

PIV mapping (j0, z0) from that of LES (j, z). This

mapping is a generalized form of the mapping of (3) and

differs from that of LES in that it accounts for multiple

wave modes observed instantaneously while LES only

contains one wave mode. Nevertheless, we have found

that the phase-averaged wave shape from observa-

tions was very close to sinusoidal with no phase-locked

higher-frequency wavemodes visible. The phase of each

observed wave is determined by applying a Hilbert

transform directly to the observed wave profile, and the

location of the left (right) crest of each wave is then

assigned as kj0 5 0 (kj0 5 2p). Note that the kj0 value
varies linearly with respect to the phase detected by the

Hilbert transform and is not necessarily linear with re-

spect to x due to the asymmetry of instantaneous waves

about the crest. Finally, the phase speed of waves at the

observed peak frequency, based on linear wave theory,

is subtracted from the observed horizontal velocity so

that the phase-averaged quantities are approximately

consistent with those of the LES results. More details

on this phase averaging and its implications will be dis-

cussed in the results section.

d. Matching experimental conditions

All variables in LES are normalized by length scale

1/k (inverse wavenumber), velocity scale u*s (surface

friction velocity), and time scale 1/ku*s. Note that the

surface wind stress (or the surface friction velocity

squared u2

*s) is the surface value of the linearly varying

total wind stress and it is a sum of the form stress and the

subgrid (parameterized frictional) stress in LES. The

key nondimensional parameters to be explored include

the wave age c/u*s, wave slope ka, the normalized sur-

face drift velocity ud/u*s, and the normalized surface

roughness length parameter kzo. The first two parame-

ters are approximately matched between the LES and

the observations (Table 1).

In observations, a fraction of the wind stress is

supported by smaller waves (waves that are not used in

the phase averaging) as well as by the surface viscous

stress. In LES, these effects are accounted for by

specifying the surface roughness parameterization zo
(nondimensionalized by wavenumber k) which must be

estimated empirically. Following Hara and Sullivan

(2015), we start with a baseline surface roughness

kzo1 5 2:703 1023, and reduce it to a half and fourth of

this value to align LES results more closely with ob-

served wind speeds and to investigate the effect of the

surface roughness parameterization on the dominant

airflow (kzo2 5 1:353 1023 and kzo3 5 0:673 1023, re-

spectively; see Table 1). Therefore, a total of six baseline

simulations (two wave ages based on observations, three

surface roughness parameterizations) are performed

(runs 1, 2a, 3a, 4, 5, and 6).

In addition to the baseline simulations, five pertur-

bation simulations are performed with altered surface

boundary conditions for the case of c/u*s 5 1:4, in-

cluding changes to the wave slope ka, surface drift ve-

locity ud/u*s, and along-wave surface roughness kzo. The

latter two surface boundary perturbations are separated

into two simulations each: one with a perturbation to

both the crest and trough, and one with a perturbation to

the trough only.

By default, LES runs are conducted without a surface

drift velocity. Therefore, we add ud/u*s to the surface

boundary conditions for two simulations: one with a

uniform along-wave drift velocity estimated to be 3%

of the extrapolated 10-m wind speed from observa-

tions (i.e., ud/u*s 5 0:03U10/u*s, run 3d), and one var-

iable (sinusoidal) along-wave drift velocity such that

the drift increases toward the trough but disappears

toward the crest {i.e., ud/u*s 5 av/u*s[12 cos(kj)],

run 3b}. The total horizontal surface velocity (sum of

the drift and orbital velocities) becomes constant in

this case.

Previous studies have shown that a variable surface

roughness parameterization along the wave phase shifts

the pressure phase and results in enhanced wave growth

that aligns more closely with observations (Gent and

Taylor 1976; Gent 1977; Kudryavtsev and Makin 2002).

Therefore, we performed two simulations varying the

surface roughness kzo along the wave: one in which we

increase the roughness by 50% at the crest and reduce

it by 50% at the trough relative to the constant kzo3
{i.e., kzo3new 5 kzo3[11 0:5 cos(kj)], run 3e}, and one in

which we reduce roughness by 50% at the trough only

{i.e., kzo3new 5 kzo3[11 0:5 cos(kj)] for p/2, kj, 3p/2,

kzo3new 5 kzo3 for kj,p/2 and 3p/2, kj, run 3c}. These

perturbation runs will illuminate the influence of uni-

form and along-wave variation of kzo and ud/u*s on the
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structure of turbulence in the wavy boundary layer

in LES.

Finally, another LES is conducted for the intermedi-

ate surface roughness kzo2 with a slightly reduced am-

plitude (74% of the baseline ka) in order to investigate

the response of airflow tomodulations in wave steepness

under strong wind forcing (run 2b).

3. Results and discussion

Note that for the remainder of our analysis, we di-

rectly compare the LES results in the (j, z) coordinates

and the PIV observations in the (j0, z0) coordinates. We

drop the primes from the definition of the PIVmapping.

a. Results in physical coordinates

In Fig. 2, phase-averaged LES and experimental re-

sults are presented over the physical wave following j–z

space for the case of c/u*s 5 1:4. Note that the PIV is

plotted as a function of kj that is determined from phase

detection using Hilbert transform. Snapshots of instan-

taneous waves appeared sharp-crestedwith flatter troughs,

taking on a surface elevation asymmetry with respect to

the mean water surface. While the elevation was asym-

metrical, so too was the wave phase with respect to x;

therefore, the phase-averaged wave shape in observa-

tions appeared very close to sinusoidal—that is, the

phase detected by the Hilbert transform appeared to

stretch/shrink the wave shape horizontally to make it

more sinusoidal. Higher-frequency wave modes (rip-

ples) were also observed instantaneously in the labora-

tory waves, but none were phase locked so as to appear

in the phase-averaged wave shape. Thus, carrying out

the LES and plotting the PIV results over a sinusoidal

shape are both suitable for this comparison. The fact that

the phase-averaging process using the Hilbert transform

almost eliminates the asymmetry (nonlinearity) of the

true observed wave shape is one potential reason for

some of the discrepancy between the LES and the

observation as discussed below.

Wind andwaves are directed from left to right, and the

phase speed c has been subtracted from the horizontal

velocities. Panels 1, 2a, and 3a (corresponding to the run

names described above) in Fig. 2 show LES results for

the three baseline surface roughness parameterizations

in order of decreasing roughness (kzo1, kzo2, and kzo3,

FIG. 2. Phase-averaged flow fields from left to right: horizontal velocity, two-dimensional turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation rate, and

pressure. Each panel is labeled corresponding to its run number (see Table 1). Observations are shown in the bottom panel. All fields are

nondimensionalized using surface friction velocity u*s, surface stress ts, and wavenumber k.
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respectively). Panel 2b shows the results for kzo2 with

wave steepness reduced to 74% of its baseline

(ka5 0:20). Panel 3b shows the results for kzo3 with a

variable surface drift velocity ud/u*s that is zero at the

crest and increases toward the trough. Panel 3c shows

the results for a variable surface roughness that is equal

to kzo3 near the crest and reduces by 50% at the trough.

Panel PIV at the bottom shows corresponding obser-

vational results. The turbulent dissipation rate and

pressure fields cannot be directly measured from

these data, so they are not shown.

The leftmost column shows horizontal wind velocity.

While it is not clearly visible in these flow fields, the wind

velocity is always negative very close to the surface

(moves from right to left) because the results are pre-

sented in a coordinate system moving at the wave phase

speed; at the interface, thewind speed is equal to2c plus

the horizontal wave orbital velocity. A region of reduced

horizontal velocity appears on the leeward side of the

wave crest in all cases. When flow separates, it creates a

large recirculation pattern (bubble) with a weak nega-

tive velocity in its lower half. As observed by Buckley

and Veron (2016) and simulated by Sullivan et al.

(2018), these reduced horizontal velocity patterns in

the mean (phase-averaged) flow are associated with

transient and intermittent airflow separation events that

occur with different frequencies depending on the ex-

perimental conditions. No persistent separation events

are observed in the instantaneous LES or PIV results.

In the LES with higher surface roughness (panels 1

and 2a), airflow separation events occur so frequently

that even the mean flow shows a region of negative ve-

locity. As the roughness is reduced in LES (from panels

1 to 2a to 3a), the signature of airflow separation di-

minishes but does not disappear, leaving behind the

appearance of sheltered but not fully separated flow.

This indicates that instantaneous separation events be-

come less frequent and less intense as surface roughness

is reduced. The reduction of airflow separation due to

reduced background surface roughness is qualitatively

consistent with the observation by Gong et al. (1996)

over a fixed sinusoidal topography.

Although they remain positive, the PIV velocities are

dramatically reduced on the leeward side of the wave

crest, making the general character and wind speed

magnitude of the mean flow similar to LES particularly

for the cases of kzo3 (panels 3a–3c). No obvious re-

circulation bubble is visible in PIV, but a sheltered re-

gion of reduced velocity can be observed on the leeward

face of the crest, hugging close to the surface in a very

thin layer upstream of the equivalent region in LES.

Although 3D TKE fields are available from LES re-

sults, PIV only measures the x and z components of

velocity; thus, the two-dimensional TKE (2D TKE) is

compared in the second column. The 2D TKE of LES

includes two-thirds of the subgrid contribution, assum-

ing isotropic turbulence in the subgrid scale. In both

LES and PIV, the TKE is enhanced downstream of the

crest away from the surface, and reduced in a thin layer

close to the surface on its lee side. Enhanced TKE past

the crest and away from the surface indicates advection

of turbulent energy downstream by flow that has de-

tached (or separated) from the surface. The advection

of TKEmay be influenced by the length of the detached

free-shear layer before it loses coherence downstream.

In PIV, the enhanced TKE begins and ends farther up-

stream and closer to the surface than LES, which

suggests that turbulent energy is not advected as far

downstream or away from the surface by the separated

flow. These results reveal differences between LES and

PIV in the behavior of airflow separation—particularly

the character of shear layer detachment, sheltering, and

reattachment of flow at the following crest. While re-

ducing kzo in LES may improve the comparison of the

mean wind speed, the character of phase-averaged shear

layer detachment and sheltering still differs consider-

ably from the laboratory observation.

The differences between LES and PIV could be

caused by instantaneous changes to the location

(phase) and angle of flow separation (detachment)

and reattachment, both of which are observed to vary

significantly from wave to wave in the tank. These var-

iations may derive from a fluctuating, nonlinear labo-

ratory wave shape that deviates from sinusoidal; an

asymmetric wave shape can lead to asymmetry in wave

orbital velocities, leading to a phase-dependent surface

drift velocity. Additionally, at wave ages of c/u*s 5 2:5

and younger, Buckley and Veron (2016) observed steep-

ening and occasional breaking with air entrainment and

bubble production. Roughness elements of O(1) cm (rip-

ples) were visible extending above the viscous sublayer.

These transient processes likely introduced modulations

to the dominant wave slope ka, phase-dependent surface

roughness kzo, and surface drift velocity ud/u*s. These

effects are an expected consequence of a wind forcing re-

gime in which very young waves transition from in-

cipient to active breaking.

The existence of roughness elements and transient

surface elevation modulations, especially at the crest,

could explain the difference in the character of shear

layer detachment observed in PIV. The contours of both

TKE and horizontal velocity from PIV suggest that

airflowmay detach at a much steeper angle as compared

to the LES runs with similar wind speed magnitude

(panels 3a–3c). The airflow in PIV overshoots the height

of the crest and produces a broad fan of reduced velocity
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downstreamwith little coherence. The cases of LESwith

higher surface roughness (panels 1 and 2a) also appear

to detach at steeper angles that somewhat resemble PIV,

but the downstream character of airflow is disparate.

From these results, it appears LES is challenged to

thoroughly reproduce the character of airflow in the

observation using a steady, sinusoidal wave shape.

Under this degree of wind forcing, it may be necessary

to account for transient modulations to the spectral

character of the waves, including phase-dependent

parameters.

We suspected that the difference between the obser-

vation and the LESwas partially caused by the enhanced/

reduced surface roughness (small scale waves) near the

crest/trough of the observed waves, since the LES re-

sults with uniform along-wave surface roughness all

underestimated the wind speed near the trough.We also

suspected that the surface drift velocity might vary with

phase and modify the flow field above. Thus, the effect

of an along-wave variable surface roughness or an along-

wave variable surface drift was addressed in a few per-

turbation runs for the case of kzo3 (runs 3b, 3c, and 3e).

From these runs, we have found that the flow field is

mostly determined by the surface conditions (viz., the

surface velocity and surface roughness length) near the

crest, and that it is insensitive to the surface conditions

near the trough. If the surface conditions are altered

near the trough only (as in runs 3b and 3c), the flow

field hardly changes.

While we have anticipated the sensitivity of the flow

to the crest conditions, the almost complete insensitivity

to the trough conditions is surprising. To demonstrate

the second point, we first show the case in which the

roughness length is unchanged at the crest but reduced

by 50% at the trough only (run 3c; Fig. 2, panel 3c). The

result shows almost no difference from the baseline kzo3
case that shares the same roughness value at the crest

but has double the roughness imposed at the trough.We

have also performed another case in which the rough-

ness is enhanced/reduced by 50% at the crest/trough

(run 3e, not shown), and have found that the flow field is

not distinct from what we would expect if we imposed

a 50% enhanced kzo that was uniform along the wave.

A similar pattern occurs with the addition of surface

drift velocity. A surface drift added only at the trough

(run 3b; Fig. 2, panel 3b) hardly affects the flow field

at all compared to the baseline kzo3 case. A uniform

(phase-independent) surface drift (run 3d; not shown)

alters the flow field by simply increasing the phase-

averaged wind speed uniformly, but not affecting the

wind shear or turbulence characteristics.

In summary, the surface boundary conditions near

the crest (viz., horizontal surface velocity and surface

roughness) appear to serve the foremost importance in

the structure of airflow in LES, while conditions near the

trough are of little importance. This finding also suggests

that if the wave phase speed or orbital velocities are

slightly modified (e.g., by accounting for the finite am-

plitude effect), the phase-averaged wind velocity will

uniformly increase/decrease by the increase/decrease

of total velocity at the crest (horizontal velocity1 drift

velocity 2 phase speed), but the other flow quantities

will be hardly affected.

The turbulent dissipation rate in LES (Fig. 2, third

column) shows enhanced dissipation of TKE at the

trailing edge of the crest where wind shear is strongest.

In all six LES cases shown, enhanced dissipation is

advected downstream by the detached flow, but it is

most apparent in the cases with higher surface roughness

(panels 1 and 2a). This is compatible with the advected

2D TKE shown in the second column. In the LES cases

with reduced kzo and ka, the region of enhanced TKE

and dissipation rate hugs closer to the surface, altering

the airflow that presumably reattaches on the windward

face of the following wave at a stagnation (or splat)

point. There is a small region of reduced dissipation

where similarly reduced TKE and horizontal velocity

are present on the lee side of the wave, as observed by

Hara and Sullivan (2015). This sheltered region (or dead

zone) moves downstream and shrinks with reduced kzo
and ka, most notably for the case with reduced ka. The

splat point also changes with reduced kzo and ka, which

is capable of modulating the pressure field over the wave

(discussed next).

Pressure fields are shown in the fourth column of

Fig. 2. The peak pressure is typically located on the

windward face of the wave, near where flow reattaches

at the splat point. As kzo is reduced, the splat point shifts

upstream and the surface pressure is visibly enhanced.

This effect is likely influenced by the character of flow

separation that modifies the downstream airflow, in-

cluding the force with which it strikes the surface. Strong

separation upstream leads to turbulent flow carried

farther downstream and dissipated, causing the splat to

occur farther along the following wave with reduced

force. This explains why lower kzo (which experiences

less intense flow separation) produces a splat farther

upstream toward the trough with more intense pressure.

The pressure fields for cases of kzo3 showmore drastic

along-wave pressure gradients. Reduced roughness at

the crest allows the airflow to accelerate there, reducing

the pressure and preventing strong flow separation or

sheltering that reduces the mean wind speed. Again,

these flow characteristics are primarily driven by surface

boundary conditions near the crest where flow separa-

tion is initiated, and not at the trough. In the cases of
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enhanced surface drift velocity and reduced roughness at

the trough only (panels 3b and 3c, respectively), the na-

ture of airflow separation in the physical flow fields does

not visibly change from the baseline kzo3 (panel 3a). This

again suggests that the sluggish airflow behind the wave

during separation or sheltering diminishes the impact of

the surface boundary conditions at that location.

Alterations to the pressure field by airflow separation

modulate the phase-dependent surface pressure that

determines the overall form drag. The case of reduced

ka begins to show distinctions from reduced kzo here,

experiencing an upstream shift in the phase of peak

pressure similar to the kzo3 but without the drastic

along-wave pressure gradients. This result is a sign of a

lower propensity for flow separation to occur over waves

with a lower ka. The results for the case of reduced ka

are qualitatively consistent with the results of Donelan

et al. (2006), who used in situ wave-following observa-

tions to analyze the correlation between wave slope and

the occurrence of flow separation. They suggest a physical

mechanism for flow separation whereby sharpening and

steepening of the wave crest reduces the wave-induced

vertical pressure gradient that maintains the centripetal

acceleration necessary to keep streamlines attached to

the surface. This causes flow to separate and ultimately

the wave to spill over and break. While our LES did not

experiment with the curvature at the wave crest, we al-

tered the wave slope for run 2b and found that its effects

alone may play a significant role in modifying the fre-

quency and strength of airflow separation.

b. Results in mapped coordinates

The wave-following mapping utilized in Hara and

Sullivan (2015) is used to present the wind turbulence

characteristics close to the surface. This mapping allows

for an assessment of the effects of the wave shape at

constant normalized heights above the waves kz.

Figure 3 shows the mean normalized horizontal wind

speed minus the wave phase speed (hui2 c)/u*s for both

wave ages (Fig. 3a), accompanied by the associated

mean normalized wind shear (Fig. 3b) (›hui/›z)(kz/u*s),
and mean normalized 2D TKE (Fig. 3c) (hu0u0i1
hw0w0i)/u2

*s.

Baseline LES runs are shown in dark blue with solid,

dashed, and dotted lines characterizing kzo in order of

decreasing roughness (kzo1, kzo2, and kzo3, respectively).

This line characterization is repeated for the perturba-

tion runs using different colors: the dashed green line

refers to kzo2 with reduced ka, and orange and purple

dotted lines refer to the phase-dependent ud/u*s and

kzo3 runs, respectively. PIV results are shown as solid

black lines. The light gray line in column b is the profile

of the unperturbed wind shear experienced by the

pressure-driven channel flow in both LES (solid) and

PIV (dotted). As can be seen, the fitted wind shear

profile in PIV is almost identical to LES.

All results are plotted in log scale in the vertical to

focus on the effects very close to the surface. Below

kz’ 0:025, results are omitted because the effects of

unresolved viscosity and small-scale waves in LES

become dominant. Above kz’ 0:824, PIV results are

omitted due to noise. Above about kz5 0:7, the shape

of the mean wind profile in LES returns to an almost

straight line in log coordinates, indicating that at this

location the wind approaches the typical logarithmic

profile expected over a flat surface, slightly modified due

to the slowly decreasing wind stress with increasing

height above the water surface. Here, the LES differs

from PIV in that the latter is still varying with height at

the highest point of observation.

For both wind forcing cases, the magnitude of the

mean wind in observations compares well with the cases

of LES with kzo3. Below about kz5 0:7, the LES profiles

deviate from the characteristic log profile for a flat sur-

face from Monin–Obukhov similarity theory, indicating

that the waves are altering the structure of the mean

wind; this in turn will affect the equivalent roughness

length zo,e (i.e., the parameter that sets the bulk surface

roughness in the typical logarithmic wind profile). This

wave-modulated deviation can be more readily seen in

the profile of normalized mean wind shear (Fig. 3b),

which shows regions of enhanced (reduced) wind shear

to the right (left) of the unperturbed wind shear without

waves (light gray line), respectively. The enhanced wind

shear in this plot is indicative of the onset of airflow

separation events that enhance the turbulence at a

height comparable to the wave amplitude (see Fig. 2).

Closer to the surface, wind shear is reduced to a value

less than that expected over a flat surface. As Hara and

Sullivan (2015) noted, the resulting zo,e is affected by the

reduction of wind shear close to the surface, where

momentum flux is dominated by wave-induced (pres-

sure) stress. The magnitude and height of the enhanced

wind shear are reduced as kzo is decreased, consistent

with the physical LES velocity fields (Fig. 2). For the

case with a reduced wave slope ka, the enhanced wind

shear is shifted closer to the surface as expected, but

does not reduce magnitude as it does for cases with kzo3;

in fact, the wind shear is slightly enhanced above its

baseline kzo2 in this case. Figure 2 sheds some light

on the reason for this difference. The case of reduced

ka appears to separate somewhat differently than the

cases of reduced kzo3; while streamlines stay tight to the

surface in the former, the latter fans out more signifi-

cantly downstream, producing slightly less TKE over

the crest, but more above the trough (see Fig. 2, second
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column). This effect is only slightly noticeable in the

profiles of mean wind speed.

The PIV results also show enhanced wind shear near

the crest level and reduced wind shear farther below.

While wind shear from PIV is strongly reduced toward

the surface as expected, enhanced wind shear is not

nearly as prominent compared to LES. This effect is not

entirely surprising considering the appearance of the

physical flow fields (Fig. 2) suggest that the laboratory

waves experience modulations to the wave parameters

that impact the character of wave-produced turbulence.

For example, the wave slope varies from wave to wave

in the observations as waves intermittently break; this

could enhance wind shear at different heights fromwave

to wave, smearing themean wind shear profile. The LES

case with reduced ka exemplifies the potential effect

wave slope modulations have on the wind shear. Nev-

ertheless, the mildly enhanced wind shear from PIV is

at a comparable height to LES, suggesting that the lab-

oratory waves most often experience enhanced turbu-

lence from instantaneous flow separation at this height.

The mean 2D TKE (Fig. 3c) is enhanced at the same

height for both LES and PIV, but the latter stays high

closer to the surface. This is consistent with the results

in Fig. 2. For all of our simulations, the subgrid contri-

bution steadily increases toward the surface, but none

reach a subgrid contribution over 60% of the total

shown at the lowest point of the 2D TKE profile. Thus,

FIG. 3. Mean normalized (a) wind speed, (b) wind shear, and (c) 2D turbulent kinetic energy for (top) c/u*s 5 1:6 and (bottom)

c/u*s 5 1:4. Black lines show observational (PIV) results, while dark blue lines show LES results for three different surface roughness

lengths: kzo1 (solid), kzo2 (dashed), and kzo3 (dotted). Perturbations include runs 2b (green), 3b (orange), and 3c (purple). All quantities

are normalized using the surface friction velocity u*s. Gray lines (LES: solid; PIV: dashed) in the center panels refer to the unperturbed

wind shear profile (without waves) accounting for the linear change in total wind stress with height. The results below kz’ 0:025 are

omitted because the PIV profiles are strongly affected by viscosity and small-scale waves, and above kz’ 0:824 due to noisiness.
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we believe the differences between LES and PIV are

not a result of the subgrid closure, but rather the wave

perturbations in the tank not captured in the phase-

averaged wind fields.

c. Momentum flux budget

The momentum flux budget is derived from a triple

decomposition of wind velocity into mean, turbulent,

and wave-coherent components. This allows for a par-

tition of the total momentum flux (or wind stress) into

three contributions to describe how the waves alter the

transfer of horizontal momentum across constant z sur-

faces: turbulent stress, wave-coherent stress, and pressure

stress. The triple decomposition and derivation of the

momentum and energy equations in wave-following co-

ordinates for this study are described in more detail in

Hara and Sullivan (2015), and have been used in past

studies to describe the momentum flux partition in the

presence of waves (Sullivan et al. 2000; Chalikov and

Rainchik 2011). The turbulent (or Reynolds) stress tt is

defined as the average of the product of turbulent fluc-

tuation velocities hu0W 0i and includes the subgrid-scale

contribution. The wave-coherent stress tw is defined as

the average of the product of wave-coherent velocities

h~u ~Wi, which arises when the phase-averaged wind

velocity crosses the constant z surfaces. The pressure

stress tp, results from the pressure exerted on the tilted

constant z surface, and is primarily responsible for

wave growth at the surface.

Because wind is driven by a horizontal pressure gra-

dient in LES and the laboratory flume, the total wind

stress varies linearly and the full x-momentum equation

includes the three stress contributions as well as the

vertically integrated pressure gradient as in (7). The

vertical profiles of the four terms on the left of (7) are

plotted for LES and observations under both experi-

mental wind-forcing conditions in Fig. 4 (c/u*s 5 1.6 and

1.4 for the top and bottom panels, respectively). The

results for wave-coherent stress, pressure stress, turbu-

lent stress, and total wind stress including the pressure

gradient are shown in Figs. 4a–d, respectively. The line

colors and styles correspond identically with Fig. 3, ex-

cept for the viscous stress from PIV (Fig. 4a; solid pink

line). The pressure stress from PIV (Fig. 4b) is dot–dashed

to signify that it has been calculated as the residual of the

total wind stress after turbulent, wave-coherent, and

viscous stress contributions have been removed; this is

because pressure stress cannot be measured directly

from the observations. The vertically integrated pres-

sure gradient and the linearly decreasing wind stress

which balances it—shown by gray lines for both LES

(solid) and PIV (dashed)—are shown in Figs. 4b and 4c,

respectively. Notice that both of these profiles turn out

to be almost identical between the LES and the PIV for

the case of c/u*s 5 1:4.

It is important to note that sea spray has not been

considered in this analysis, although it has been ob-

served frequently over strongly forced conditions such

as these, and has been suggested as a potential expla-

nation for the reduction of the drag coefficient un-

der tropical cyclone wind forcing (Powell et al. 2003;

Donelan et al. 2004). Previous studies have assessed the

impact of sea spray on air–sea momentum and energy

fluxes (Fairall et al. 1994; Richter and Sullivan 2013;

Veron 2015), and LES has proven to be a promising

method for this type of investigation. Nevertheless, we

have focused solely on the wave parameters in this study

and will leave the effect of sea spray for a future study.

Both wind forcing cases (c/u*s 5 1:6 and 1.4) show

similarities between LES and PIV in the horizontal

mean partition of momentum flux (Fig. 4), especially in

low roughness (kzo3). Near the crest height, the mean

normalized wave-coherent stress (htwi/ts; Fig. 4a) is

negative. Since each stress component is normalized by

ts which is negative (indicating flux downward), a neg-

ative value of normalized wave-coherent stress is asso-

ciated with upward momentum flux. This effect is the

result of the wave-following coordinate system that sees

accelerated mean flow that detaches (separates) away

from the wavy surface toward a more positive constant-

z surface—that is, ~u is positive (larger than the mean)

and ~W is positive (moving away from the surface)

downwind of the peak of the wave crest, so the nor-

malized wave-coherent stress is negative. When flow

reattaches upwind of the following crest, ~u is negative

(smaller than the mean) and ~W is also negative (moving

toward the surface), so the normalized wave-coherent

stress is again negative.

The spatial pattern of the phase-averaged wave-

coherent stress can be seen in Fig. 5 (left column), where

regions of negative normalized wave-coherent stress

(upward flux) occur approximately at separation and

reattachment points (from 0 to p/2 and from p to 3p/4),

and are muchmore intense than the positive (downward

flux) regions where flow is more sluggish. This pattern is

what causes a horizontal mean wave-coherent stress that

is increasingly negative (upward flux) with enhanced

airflow separation events and sheltering. In PIV, the

wave-coherent stress is intensely negative at the ap-

proximate location of airflow separation but is not sig-

nificant near the reattachment point, which supports our

earlier suggestion that the laboratory waves experience

some differences from LES in the character of flow

separation and reattachment. For the case of the lowest

roughness (kzo3) in LES, wave-coherent stress is less

intense at the point of separation, while for the case of
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highest roughness (kzo1) the stress at this location

matches themagnitude of PIVmore closely. Regardless,

the wave-coherent stress in PIV averaged over the entire

wave compares reasonably with the LES results, most

closely with the kzo3 cases (Fig. 4).

Negative wave-coherent stress near the crest height is

compensated by the enhancement of turbulent stress

htti/ts (Fig. 4c) exceeding the total wind stress, which is

correlated with enhanced mean wind shear near the

peak height of the crest, as discussed by Hara and

Sullivan (2015). The reduction of turbulent stress that

can be seen close to the surface for both c/u*s 5 1.6 and

1.4 is associated with increasing pressure stress, which is

always positive for both LES and PIV for strongly forced

waves (downward flux), as expected. This is correlated

with the reduced mean wind shear toward the surface.

For the case of c/u*s 5 1.4 (Fig. 4, bottom), the mean

turbulent stress for the LES cases of kzo3 compare re-

markably well with PIV above kz’ 1021. Below this

level LES and PIV begin to diverge for both c/u*s 5 1.6

and 1.4, with PIV experiencing a more rapid decrease in

turbulent stress toward the surface. This divergence also

FIG. 4. Horizontally averaged profile of each normalized wind stress component for (top) c/u*s 5 1:6 and (bottom) c/u*s 5 1:4, with

components shown as (a) wave-coherent stress htwi/ts and viscous stress (pink, PIV only), (b) pressure stress htpi/ts and vertically

integrated pressure gradient [(›P/›x)z]/ts (light gray), (c) turbulent stress htti/ts and linearly decreasing total wind stress

ttot/ts 5 12 (kz/2p) (light gray), and (d) sum of all stresses including [(›P/›x)z]/ts for each LES run, close to unity at all heights above the

surface as expected. Black lines show observational (PIV) results, while dark blue lines show LES results for three different surface

roughness lengths, with kzo1 (solid), kzo2 (dashed), and kzo3 (dotted). Perturbations include runs 2b (green), 3b (orange), and 3c (purple).

The PIV pressure stress in (b) (dot–dashed) is estimated as the residual of all other stresses assuming linearly decreasing total wind stress.

The results below kz’ 0:025 are omitted because the PIV profiles are strongly affected by viscosity and small-scale waves, and above

kz’ 0:824 due to noisiness.
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causes diverging pressure stress contributions between

the LES and PIV because the pressure stress is calcu-

lated as the residual of the total stress in PIV.

One possible reason for this divergence is that the

LES turbulent stress is influenced by the SGS parame-

terization. In fact, below kz’ 1021, the SGS stress be-

gins to dominate the total turbulent stress. However, we

believe that the pressure stress component should re-

main relatively uniform with height near the wave sur-

face because the pressure field itself is expected vary

slowly with height (from the thin boundary layer ap-

proximation). It is more likely that the observed turbu-

lent stress becomes less accurate very near the surface

because of strongly fluctuating laboratory waves super-

imposed by smaller-scale waves.

d. Surface stresses and wave growth rate

Using the LES results, we next investigate how the

surface stresses (pressure, normal turbulent stress, tan-

gential turbulent stress) and the wave growth rate are

FIG. 5. Normalized phase-averaged mapped fields of wave-coherent stress and excess turbulent stress (turbulent

stress minus total wind stress) for LES and PIV. Each panel is labeled corresponding to its run number (see

Table 1). Observations are shown in the bottom panel. All results are normalized by the surface stress ts 5u2

*s.
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modified by varying kzo, ka, and ud/u*s. The along-wave

surface tangential stress is obtained by phase averaging

the instantaneous surface tangential stress, which is

calculated from the LES instantaneous tangential

velocity at the first grid level and the specified

roughness length kzo. In reality, this tangential stress

corresponds to a sum of the surface viscous stress and

the form drag of smaller unresolved waves. In LES,

the pressure and the normal stress are calculated

at the first grid level, not at the surface. We have

ascertained that a sum of the pressure and the normal

stress (total normal stress) is approximately constant

within the first few grid levels. Therefore, the true

surface pressure is very close to the total normal stress

evaluated at the first grid level. These phase-averaged

surface stresses are shown in Fig. 6 for the wind

forcing case of c/u*s 5 1:4.

The pressure fields in Fig. 2 and the pressure stress

in Fig. 4 suggest that the surface pressure distribution

is significantly modified by varying wave parameters,

which is confirmed in the along-wave surface pressure

distribution shown in Fig. 6. For kzo1, there is a region

of very small negative and constant pressure below the

dead zone produced by flow separation, roughly be-

tween kx5p/2 and p. The peak surface pressure is

significantly shifted downstream from the trough; that is,

wind is pushing the wave. Reducing from kzo1 to kzo2
and then kzo3 weakens the flow separation effect

(smoothing the surface pressure distribution below the

dead zone), causing the phase of peak pressure to shift

upstream slightly and the magnitude of the along-wave

pressure gradient to increase significantly. As might be

expected from our earlier results, the surface pressure

distribution for the kzo3 perturbation runs in which

surface boundary conditions are only altered in the

trough barely change from their baseline kzo3. For the

case of reduced ka (dashed green line), the surface

pressure distribution is ‘‘smoothed’’ similar to reducing

kzo, but the along-wave pressure gradient does not

change drastically. This should be proportional to the

wave amplitude according to the linear perturbation

theory.

Using the phase-averaged surface stresses, the non-

dimensional wave growth rate coefficient cb is com-

puted by finding the energy fluxes due to the (total)

normal stress tn and the tangential stress tt (EFn and

EFt, respectively) into the waves as in Hara and

Sullivan (2015):

c
b
5 2

EF

u3

*s

u*s
c

(ka)22 , (11)

where

EF
n
5

�
u
n
t
n

cosu

�
, EF

t
5

�
u
t
t
t

cosu

�
and;

EF5EF
n
1EF

t
, (12)

where u is the point-by-point angle of surface tilt from

the horizontal, and un and ut are normal and tangential

components of the wave orbital velocity at the surface,

respectively.

The total wave growth coefficient cbtot for each LES

condition is listed in Table 2, along with its tangential

stress, normal stress, and pressure stress contributions

(cbt, cbn, and cbp). As expected, the wave growth is

dominated by the top and bottom and lower panels of

FIG. 6. Surface stress components for c/u*s 5 1.4, with (top)

pressure contribution and (bottom) turbulent normal stress (above

zero) and turbulent tangential stress (below zero). Dark blue lines

show LES results for three different surface roughness lengths,

with kzo1 (solid), kzo2 (dashed), and kzo3 (dotted). Perturbations

include runs 2b (green), 3b (orange), and 3c (purple). All results

are normalized by the total wind stress or surface friction velocity

squared twind 5u2

*s.
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Fig. 6. As kzo is reduced, the total wave growth rate

mildly decreases. Although the along-wave pressure

gradient increases with reduced kzo, the phase of the

peak pressure shifts toward the trough and reduces the

form drag (Fig. 6). The addition of ud/u*s for runs 3b and

3d has almost no impact on the total growth rate. The

phase-dependent kzo varying from baseline in the

trough only (run 3c) also has little impact on growth rate;

that varying from baseline at both the crest and trough

(run 3e) approaches the 2a case where the roughness

near the crest is the same. The most interesting finding

is that the total growth rate significantly increases (by

26%) as the wave slope ka decreases (by 26%). This is

qualitatively consistent with the earlier finding that the

pressure variation does not scale with the wave steep-

ness. This means that the concept of the linear wave

growth rate (the wave growth rate being independent of

wave slope) does not apply here, which is consistent with

the observational results of Peirson and Garcia (2008).

Between the two wind forcing conditions (top and

bottom in Table 2), the higher wave age (c/u*s 5 1:6,

bottom) has a slightly higher growth rate (by 5%–6%),

primarily caused by higher-pressure contribution (tur-

bulent normal and tangential contributions change very

little). The value of ka for this condition is slightly lower

(by 4%). It is therefore possible that this increase of the

growth rate is mainly due to the associated decrease of

ka rather than the change in the wave age.

Many operational wave models assume that the wave

growth rate is independent of wave slope and is re-

lated to the wind stress or the wind speed for a given

wavenumber. Our results, however, show that the growth

rate is dependent on the wave slope, consistent with the

findings of Sullivan et al. (2018). When the surface

roughness (effect of unresolved small waves) varies, the

growth rate also changes even though the wind stress is

held constant; that is, the growth rate is not determinedby

the wind stress alone.As the surface roughness decreases,

the wind speed increases, but the growth rate decreases.

Therefore, the growth rate is not determined by the wind

speed alone, but rather is modified by both the wave

slope and the surface roughness.

e. Wave effect on equivalent surface roughness

Since the mean wind speed profiles of LES roughly ap-

proach those over a flat surface (logarithmic profiles

slightly modified by the slowly decreasing wind stress with

height) for kz. 0:7 (Fig. 3, left), the equivalent surface

roughness zo,e can be estimated by extrapolating the pro-

files above kz. 0:7 toward the surface. The results of kzo,e
as well as the ratio zo,e/zo (the enhancement of roughness

length by the waves) are summarized in Table 3. Note that

the quantity log(zo,e/zo) is proportional to the increase of

wind speed outside the wave boundary layer due to the

wave. Hara and Sullivan (2015) discuss how zo,e/zo in-

creases if the normalized mean wind shear is reduced near

the water surface, and decreases if the normalized mean

wind shear is enhanced due to flow separation, as shown in

Fig. 3 (center). The total wave effect on zo,e and the drag

coefficient is determined by a sum of these two effects.

As the specified normalized surface roughness kzo
decreases, kzo,e naturally decreases as well, but much

less so; thus, the ratio zo,e/zo increases significantly.

Therefore, the wave effect on increasing surface

roughness is more pronounced as the surface roughness

decreases. This is consistent with the fact that decreasing

surface roughness weakens the flow separation effects

and the associated enhancement of mean wind shear. It

is interesting that a similar effect was seen in a recent

modeling study for turbulence in the oceanic wave

boundary layer (Teixeira 2018); the equivalent (or ef-

fective) surface roughness was obtained by extrapolating

the logarithmic current profile and showed enhancement

over the imposed value in conditions of wave-dominated

turbulence (see their Fig. 3).

As the wave slope ka decreases, zo,e/zo significantly

decreases as expected. Adding constant surface drift

TABLE 2. Values of nondimensional wave growth coefficient cb
for both wind forcing cases (c/u*s 5 1:4, top; c/u*s 5 1:6, bottom).

The values for cbtot, cbt , cbn, and cbp refer to total, tangential stress,

normal stress, and pressure contributions of cb. For references to

runs, refer to Table 1.

Run 1 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e

cbtot 17.5 15.9 20.1 14.1 14.6 14.4 14.1 15.4

cbt 2.7 2.6 3.8 2.6 2.7 2.6 3.2 2.2

cbn 1.6 1.0 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.5

cbp 13.2 12.4 15.4 11.2 11.7 11.5 10.8 12.8

Run 4 5 6

cbtot 18.3 16.9 — 14.9 — — — —

cbt 2.8 2.7 — 2.6 — — — —

cbn 1.7 1.1 — 0.4 — — — —

cbp 13.9 13.2 — 11.8 — — — —

TABLE 3. Values of normalized equivalent surface roughness

kzoe for both wind forcing cases (c/u*s 5 1:4, top; c/u*s 5 1:6, bot-

tom). The value of zo,e/zo is the ratio of the equivalent surface

roughness zo,e to the parameterized surface roughness zo. For

references to runs, refer to Table 1.

Run 1 2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 3d 3e

kzo,e 3 1023 11.51 7.90 3.55 4.53 4.10 4.57 4.41 5.47

zo,e/zo 4.26 5.85 2.63 6.77 6.12 6.82 6.59 8.16

Run 4 5 6

kzo,e 3 1023 10.74 7.24 — 4.24 — — — —

zo,e/zo 3.98 5.36 — 6.32 — — — —
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velocity ud/u*s seems to shift the wind speed almost

uniformly, inside and outside the wave boundary layer,

but does not significantly affect kzo,e, since this value is

found after subtracting ud/u*s from themeanwind speed

profile. Since adding a phase-varying ud/u*s that ap-

proaches zero toward the crest does not visibly affect the

wind speed (as in run 3b), it appears that the presence of

ud/u*s at the crest dominates the airflow characteristics, a

similar effect to when kzo is imposed at the crest. When

constant surface drift is imposed along the wave (run 3d)

the turbulent features in the airflow remain intact, and the

only visible difference from the baseline is a small, ver-

tically uniform increase in the wind speed. This suggests

that the wave effect on the turbulence is not significantly

altered by the surface drift.

4. Summary

Wind turbulence over strongly forced wind waves was

simulated using LES and was compared with laboratory

PIV observations for wave ages of c/u*s 5 1:4 and 1.6

(very young waves) and respective wave slopes of

ka5 0:27 and ka5 0:26. LES was performed over a

periodic sinusoidal wave train and the results were phase

averaged. Since the laboratory waves were solely wind

generated, they were not strictly periodic, and hence

the Hilbert transform of the wave elevation record

was used to determine the wave phase before phase

averaging of the results. Although the laboratory waves

experienced frequent modulations to the wave slope,

wave shape, and visible surface roughness, the phase-

averaged laboratory wave shape appeared remarkably

sinusoidal. Therefore, we have used a sinusoidal wave

shape for the phase-averaged LES comparison. Three

different values of constant surface roughness (repre-

senting the effect of the surface viscous stress and the

form drag of unresolved small waves) were used to

match the wind speed in LES with the observation

(kzo1, kzo2, and kzo3).

The results show a reasonable comparison of LES and

PIV, especially for the case of kzo3 conditions in LES.

Both results show the signature of instantaneous airflow

separation events (or sheltering), enhancement of the

horizontally averaged wind shear profile near the crest,

and reduction toward the surface (Fig. 3). They also

show similar patterns of wave-coherent and turbulent

stress which result in a good agreement of the momen-

tum flux budget, particularly for the LES case of kzo3
(Figs. 4 and 5). However, important differences are

observed in the mean flow patterns and the spatial dis-

tribution of 2D TKE, particularly near the crest and

downstream. The disparity in the magnitude and lo-

cation of turbulent features may have resulted from a

number of differences between LES and the laboratory

setup. These include the spectral spread, transient mod-

ulations, smaller-scale waves, and nonlinearity of the

wind-generated laboratory waves compared with the

periodic monochromatic waves modeled in LES, all of

which can influence phase determination and averaging.

The results suggest that wave characteristics at the crest

play a key role in determining how the flow detaches/

reattaches on the leeward/windward face of the wave

when it is strongly forced, as has been found by previous

studies such as Donelan et al. (2006) mentioned earlier.

Airflow over laboratory waves appears to detach at a

steeper angle than LES while at the same time hug-

ging closer to the surface and showing a somewhat

incoherent detached free-shear layer. LES exhibits a

more coherent signature of airflow separation, sug-

gesting that instantaneous airflow separation events

are more consistently advecting turbulence away from

the surface.

To address these disparities, five LES perturbation

runs were performed: one with a 26% reduced wave

slope ka (run 2b), two with constant and phase-varying

surface drift velocity (runs 3d and 3b), and two with

phase-varying surface roughness (runs 3c and 3e). Air-

flow in the runs with phase-varying surface boundary

conditions showed no sensitivity to modifications near

the trough, indicating that the conditions near the crest

play a primary role in the turbulent flow over strongly

forced waves. The LES results also show strong sen-

sitivity to the wave slope ka while maintaining the

same wind forcing. Decreasing ka lowers the height of

enhanced mean wind shear and the signature of air-

flow separation events in general, which could explain

disparities between LES and PIV if laboratory waves

are experiencing frequent amplitude modulations.

While decreasing kzo mildly increases the equivalent

roughness length (zoe/zo) and decreases the wave growth

rate, decreasing ka reduces zoe/zo and significantly in-

creases the wave growth rate (Tables 2 and 3), in

agreement with Peirson and Garcia (2008) and Sullivan

et al. (2018).

Overall, the results presented here demonstrate rea-

sonable fidelity of LES to represent wind over surface

waves in strongly forced conditions in a wind wave

flume, particularly for horizontally averaged quantities,

and illuminate the effect of surface waves on the mean

wind profile and equivalent surface roughness (drag

coefficient). Namely, near the height of the wave am-

plitude, transient flow separation causes upward wave-

coherent stress, enhanced downward turbulent stress,

and enhanced mean wind shear. Farther below, the down-

ward pressure stress is balanced by the reduced downward

turbulent stress and reduces the mean wind shear.
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These findings are consistent with those by Hara and

Sullivan (2015), and can be used to develop improved

parameterizations of sea-state-dependent air–sea mo-

mentum flux (drag coefficient).

The results also raise questions as to the surface

boundary conditions needed to adequately represent

wave fluctuations and spectral spread in a wind-wave

regime of this nature. The present results suggest that

the effects of wave characteristics specifically near the

crest should be explored further. More work is required

to understand the disparities in the phase-averaged

character of instantaneous airflow separation events

under strongly forced conditions, including the location,

intensity, and angle of detachment and reattachment of

airflow at the surface. It would also be desirable to use

LES to further explore the effects of sea spray (Richter

and Sullivan 2013), unsteady waves (Sullivan et al.

2018), and fully coupled wind and waves (Chalikov and

Rainchik 2011) in gaining a more thorough under-

standing of a strongly forced wind-wave regime on air–

sea momentum flux and wave growth rate. Additionally,

we would like to extend the present LES study to ex-

plore airflow characteristics of conditions that are diffi-

cult to achieve in laboratory observations, including

misaligned wind-wave conditions, more mature wave

ages, and the effects of surface waves on mean tem-

perature, humidity, and scalars, including their transfer

coefficients.
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